WE ARE ABOUT EXPRESSING CAPABILITIES AND IMPACTING THE WORLD THROUGH ART

We are a creative arts studio for Artists with developmental and intellectual disabilities celebrating personalities and talents through free expression and collaboration. For more than five years, we have been encouraging our Artists to share their innermost thoughts, feelings and dreams with the world through their creativity.

Over fifty unique Artists work with local professionals and generous volunteers to create and sell artistic masterpieces while developing a sense of purpose, value, freedom and joy. We offer daily and evening instructional art classes using different media.

Our Studio and retail Gallery are an extension of Friendship Community, a Christian ministry that has been cultivating capabilities of Individuals with developmental disabilities since 1972.

WHAT IS FRIENDSHIP HEART GALLERY?

We are a creative arts studio for Artists with developmental and intellectual disabilities celebrating personalities and talents through free expression and collaboration. For more than five years, we have been encouraging our Artists to share their innermost thoughts, feelings and dreams with the world through their creativity.

Over fifty unique Artists work with local professionals and generous volunteers to create and sell artistic masterpieces while developing a sense of purpose, value, freedom and joy. We offer daily and evening instructional art classes using different media.

Our Studio and retail Gallery are an extension of Friendship Community, a Christian ministry that has been cultivating capabilities of Individuals with developmental disabilities since 1972.

“Tri-Pear” by Friendship Heart Gallery Artist Tim

“I make and sell a lot of paintings. I want to make extra money for special trips like Disney World!”

– Friendship Heart Gallery Artist Karen
“I like to paint and meet new people.”
– Friendship Heart Gallery Artist Gerry

LIFE IS ABOUT CAPABILITIES NOT DISABILITIES

“Natural Forces” by Friendship Heart Gallery Artist Jelani

SUPPORT OUR CAPABLE ARTISTS!
Our Artists’ creations are exhibited and sold through Friendship Heart Gallery as well as featured in other galleries and businesses throughout the East Coast. Our Artists’ incredible work has even traveled across the globe and can be found in over 13 different countries!

Visit FriendshipArt.net or stop by the Gallery to purchase unique handmade items including fine art, jewelry, greeting cards, seasonal items and much more.

Friendship Heart Gallery promotes:
• Artistic skills
• Self-expression
• Economic independence
• Personal value
VISIT FRIENDSHIP HEART GALLERY

We are located at 118 North Water Street, Suite 101, on the first floor of the Steeple View Lofts building, near the Gallery Row area in downtown Lancaster.

We invite you into our Gallery and Studio to appreciate our unique Artists’ talents and see their artwork first-hand.

Spend time with our Artists and get involved by sharing your own capabilities! Your financial support and gifts are always welcomed and appreciated.

LEARN FROM ONE ANOTHER
INSPIRE ONE ANOTHER
UNCONDITIONALLY CARE FOR ONE ANOTHER

Artwork created by Friendship Heart Gallery Artists Linda, Karen, Gerry, and John

"Volcanic Sunset" by Friendship Heart Gallery Artist Elise
Friendship Heart Gallery is a unique extension of Friendship Community, a Christian ministry cultivating capabilities of individuals with developmental disabilities. Cover artwork, “Dizzy,” by Friendship Heart Gallery Artists in Thursday Studio Class.